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This review will focus on the physics sessions
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Precision: theory progress
•Numerical and analytical approaches to multiloop 
calculations

•Recent results: 


•H→gg, gg→HH at finite mtop

•5-point amps at 2 loops

•jet observables at NNLO+N3LL


•MC event generators for precision physics

Precision: the needs and the potential

•Projected post-LHC status

•Luminosity, EW and QCD challenges

•Impact on EW+Higgs EFT fits & new physics sensitivity

QCD physics: observables and tools

•αS measurements in ee, the role of Ebeam


•QCD challenges at FCC-hh

•Role of FCC-eh and FCC-eA

Top-quark properties
•mtop

•precision coupling measurements and implications for 
BSM and Higgs

•Exotics (FCNC, …)

Higgs physics

•Higgs at large-Q2

•Precision BSM Higgs properties

•Higgs selfcoupling in HH and HHH production

•The EW phase transition

BSM physics
•DM, Dark sectors and axions

•Leptoquarks

•EW SUSY in eh

Flavour physics
•Charm, Bottom

•Tau (updated Tera-Z projections, Lusiani) 

•Sterile neutrinos

•Lepton flavour violation



Rather than superficially flying through all the 

various talks, I’ll select a few issues and novel 

results that have a direct impact on the definition, 

scope and needs of the physics programme



TH progress towards Tera-Z MCs
Monte Carlos for TeraZ, S.Jadach

— defines specs of MCs for different EW observables (sin θW, mW, AFB, Nν, …) 

Whizhard (Reuter), Babayaga (Piccinini), MCSANCee (Yermolchyk), MG-BSM (Costantini)

Jadach:



QED precision evolution
Jadach, Skrzypek: arxiv:1903.09895

PETRA, PEP, 
early LEP

LEP updates

FCC-ee
Bluemlein et al, arxiv:1911.05029 
(inclusive)

Jezabek, Z.Phys. C56 (1992) 285 
(inclusive) 

Frixione et al, arXiv:1909.03886, 
arXiv:1911.12040 (inclusive)

Different MCs implement various terms in different ways 
(inclusive vs exclusive, multi-photon at the amplitude or 
|amp|2 level, fixed order vs resummed, etc.) 

https://arxiv.org/abs/1903.09895


TH progress towards Tera-Z precision requirements
• The Path to 0.01% Theoretical Luminosity Precision for the FCC-ee, B.Ward (see 

also S. Jadach et al, arxiv:1812.01004)


• QED for Z pole and WW threshold at FCC-ee, M. Skrzypek


• NLO+NLL QED corrections to electron PDFs, S. Frixione


• Experimental conditions: beam related backgrounds, beam-beam effects on 
luminosity measurement and the number of neutrinos, E. Perez See also G. Voutsinas, E. Perez, M. 

Dam and P. Janot, arxiv:1908.01704

https://arxiv.org/abs/1812.01004


Preliminary: re-assessment of LEP’s luminosity

• Inclusion of up-to-date TH inputs (shifts plus reduction in uncertainty) for

• impact of light-fermion pairs (w. muons and u/d)

• improved vacuum polarization in t channel

• Z s-channel contribution


• Inclusion of beam-induced effects (previous slide)

• Update of extracted σ0had and of the neutrino counting

Janot and Jadach arxiv:1912.02067

Relative shifts in the integrated LEP luminosity 
at mZ , wrt the pre-update results (10–4) 

NB results vary with expt, depending on the TH tools used in the original analyses

Nν (old) = 2.9840±0.0082  (~2σ) ⟹ Nν (new) = 2.9975±0.0074 (~0.3σ)

ΔσBhabha(old) = ±0.061% 
σBhabha(new) / σBhabha(old) = ( 1 – 0.064% ) ± 0.037%

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1912.02067.pdf


B.Ward talk,

S. Jadach et al, arxiv:1812.01004LEP error budget (luminometer acceptance 28-58 mrad)

FCC-ee (luminometer acceptance 64-86 mrad => Z contribution not negligible, but easy to include)

✓ 2019: Frixione talk, 
and arXiv:1909.03886, 
arXiv:1911.12040

NB:  Le = log(s/me2)

TH progress towards 10–4 luminosity measurements @ Tera-Z 

https://arxiv.org/abs/1812.01004


NLO+NLL QED corrections to electron PDFs (S. Frixione)

arXiv:1909.03886, 
arXiv:1911.12040Factorization theorem

Log(E/me) terms arise from collinear emissions => universal structure, 
absorb in PDFs, like for the factorization of mass singularities in QCD 

massless matrix elements
process-dependent, (m2/s)n 
power corrections

logs of E/me resummed here

Γi (i=e–, γ, e+) calculable with DGLAP-like evolution, from perturbatively calculable initial conditions 

factorization scheme def, 
K=0 in MSbar

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1909.03886
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1911.12040


NLO+NLL QED corrections to electron PDFs (S. Frixione)

arXiv:1909.03886, 
arXiv:1911.12040

Previously available precision: LO initial condition plus LL resummation

[α log(E/me)]k

New results: NLO initial condition plus NLL resummation

[α log(E/me)]k + α × [α log(E/me)]k−1

=> captures the α3 L2 terms 
required by FCC-ee precsion

=> to be implemented in MG5_aMC@NLO

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1909.03886
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1911.12040


QED systematics projections (beyond luminosity)
Detailed discussion, observable by observable, of the TH challenge: see Skrzypek talk, 
and Jadach, Skrzypek: arxiv:1903.09895

NB Several talks on progress with multiloop calculations (mostly for QCD), but no report 
of new purely EW results of relevance to Tera-Z and to the Higgs programme (=> 
Heinemeyer talk)

https://arxiv.org/abs/1903.09895


Precision Higgs physics



Precision predictions for Higgs observables S.Heinemeyer

Intrinsic uncertainties
  today TH   future data  future TH 

Parametric 
uncertainties will be 
typically under 
control, provided:

In the SM

ΔσSM[ee→ZH] < 0.3%    ΔσSM[ee→Hνν] ~ 1%  (will require EW O(α2) for 2→3, challenging!)



( on αS and mtop precision at FCC )
Precise determination of the strong coupling from jet rates, G. Somogyi 
QCD TH needs for FCC-ee, P.Monni 
PDFs and αS at FCC-eh, M.Klein 
QCD aspects of top physics at FCC-ee, A.Hoang 

Perspectives of αS from e+e->hadrons at FCC-ee, A. Verbytskyi:

Optimal αS extraction at FCC-ee: 
multiple low-energy runs

Pseudo-data analysis

Results



( on αS and mtop precision at FCC )
QCD aspects of top physics at FCC-ee, A.Hoang



( on αS and mtop precision at FCC )
QCD aspects of top physics at FCC-ee, A.Hoang



( on αS and mtop precision at FCC )
QCD aspects of top physics at FCC-ee, A.Hoang

• There are still many interesting unresolved problems to work on to sharpen the theoretical 
tools for FCC and other future lepton colliders. 


• MCs do not include same level of sophistication as inclusive threshold cross-section 
calculations, missing ingredients crucial for a precise description of kinematics (relevant eg 
for acceptance studies). Eg:


• Development of a new generation of more precise Monte-Carlo generators must receive high 
priority and more appreciation in the community as being theory work that is valuable by 
itself (such as loop calculations).

• We can use direct top mass measurements (in comparison with top threshold 

measurements) as a benchmark test for the precision of MC event generators. 



Precision predictions for Higgs observables S.Heinemeyer

Beyond the SM…



Precision interpretation of Higgs observables 
J. De Blas, “Interplay between Higgs, electroweak and diboson measurements at future colliders“, 
see also talk at this workshop and arxiv:1907.04311

EFT

NB Do not read this as ‘ Higgs measurements will be a “piece of cake” ‘ …

https://arxiv.org/abs/1907.04311


In addition, further FCC-hh inputs to Higgs/EW measurements, as complementary probes 
of EW/H dynamics in the Q~multi-TeV region, were discussed in several talks



Higgs selfcoupling at FCC-hh
M. Selvaggi, “The Higgs self-coupling at the FCC-hh”, see also report arxiv:1910.00012

Complete set of 
production 
processes

==>> Major update of FCC CDR studies

Update of decay 
processes

Systematics assumptions  (in red the HL-LHC reference benchmarks) Examples of analysis improvements (bbγγ)

https://arxiv.org/abs/1910.00012


Higgs selfcoupling at FCC-hh M. Selvaggi

For the first time ever a collider promises the measurement of the Higgs self-coupling to have 
statistical uncertainty at the % level. The challenge is now with systematics, including TH



… these we must 
assume, or measure 
independently

… these would come into play if 
we eventually need to decode the 
origin of a deviation, as possible 
alternative sources of new 
physics

this we want 
to probe …

Interpreting Higgs self-coupling from gg→HH at FCC-hh
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The importance of probing top EW couplings
G. Durieux, Impact of top-quark loops for Higgs precision measurements (see also arXiv:1809.03520, arXiv:1807.02121 )

Questions  
Q1: Can one get sensitivity to top interactions from top loops at E<2mtop ?  
Q2: Do top uncertainties impede precise Higgs measurements? 

F

FCC-ee: 
350+365

ILC:  
0.5 + 1TeV

http://arxiv.org/abs/http://arxiv.org/abs/1809.03520
https://arxiv.org/abs/1807.02121


The importance of probing top EW couplings
G. Durieux, Impact of top-quark loops for Higgs precision measurements (see also arXiv:1809.03520 )

Q1: Can one get sensitivity to top interactions from top loops? (Z pole, mW and 
ΓW , diboson production and kinematical distributions, Higgs production and decay BRs)

Blobs: individual operators. 
Bars: global fits, 12 Higgs 
+ 6 top operators floated

http://arxiv.org/abs/http://arxiv.org/abs/1809.03520


The importance of probing top EW couplings
G. Durieux, Impact of top-quark loops for Higgs precision measurements (see also arXiv:1809.03520 )

Q2: Do top uncertainties impede precise Higgs measurements? 

http://arxiv.org/abs/http://arxiv.org/abs/1809.03520


The importance of probing top EW couplings
K. Mimasu, Top quark EW interactions at high energy (see also arXiv:1904.05637)

Energy growth of various EFT ops appearing in high-E top processes

Example: bW →tH

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1904.05637


Higgs selfcouplings, extended Higgs sectors, 
and the EW phase transition

M. Ramsey-Musolf, “The Electroweak Phase Transition: A Future Collider Target”, arXiv:1912.07189

Z. Liu, “Electroweak Phase Transition meets Higgs Exotic decays” arXiv:1911.10206

https://arxiv.org/abs/1912.07189
https://arxiv.org/abs/1911.10206


More Higgs selfcouplings at FCC-hh
A. Papaefstathiou, “Triple Higgs boson production at the FCC-hh”, see also report arXiv:1909.09166

Using HHH → 6 b and HHH → 4b γγ

In models with an additional scalar singlet (as eg 
considered for strong 1st order EW phase transition)

https://arxiv.org/abs/1909.09166


In singlet models, structures 
appear in the m(HHH) spectrum:

Benchmark 
models with strong 
1st order PT

Constraints on 
the (c3,d4) plane

More Higgs selfcouplings at FCC-hh A. Papaefstathiou



Flavour physics at TeraZ
“Tau lepton physics”, A.Lusiani 
“Charm physics”, G.Hiller 
“B physics”, M-H Schune

•TeraZ facilities are the best for τ physics

• there are several interesting measurements to be improved

• fair share of systematics scale with luminosity

• identified possibly limiting systematics still allow large and 

interesting margins of improvement

• improvements on tau lifetime and leptonic BRs make desirable 

improvements on mτ (SCTF?) 



Flavour physics at TeraZ
“B physics”, M-H Schune



Final remarks
• I left out a majority of the individual contributions, covering a broader set of processes 

and BSM scenarios I could consider

• The scope and detail in the definition of the physics potential are continuously growing

• Next steps (from Alain’s Workshop conclusions):


